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Markov chain methods are remarkably suc-
cessful in computational physics, machine
learning, and combinatorial optimization. The
cost of such methods often reduces to the mix-
ing time, i.e., the time required to reach the
steady state of the Markov chain, which scales
as δ−1, the inverse of the spectral gap. It
has long been conjectured that quantum com-
puters offer nearly generic quadratic improve-
ments for mixing problems. However, except
in special cases, quantum algorithms achieve
a run-time of O(
√
δ−1
√
N), which introduces a
costly dependence on the Markov chain size
N, not present in the classical case. Here, we
re-address the problem of mixing of Markov
chains when these form a slowly evolving se-
quence. This setting is akin to the simu-
lated annealing setting and is commonly en-
countered in physics, material sciences and
machine learning. We provide a quantum
memory-efficient algorithm with a run-time
of O(
√
δ−1 4
√
N), neglecting logarithmic terms,
which is an important improvement for large
state spaces. Moreover, our algorithms output
quantum encodings of distributions, which has
advantages over classical outputs. Finally, we
discuss the run-time bounds of mixing algo-
rithms and show that, under certain assump-
tions, our algorithms are optimal.
1 Introduction
Markov chains (MCs) are central in computational
approaches to physics [1], in computer science [2],
and machine learning [3], and they form the crux
of the ubiquitous Markov Chain Monte Carlo meth-
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ods [4]. In MC-based approaches the underlying ob-
jective is to produce samples from the steady state,
i.e., the stationary distribution of a given MC. The
MC is constructed so that this distribution encodes
the solution of the problem at hand. The solution
can then be reached by “mixing”, i.e., by applying
the MC transitions many times. For some problems,
mixing processes constitute the fastest known classi-
cal solving algorithms, and play a vital role, e.g., in
the Metropolis-Hastings methods [5], periodic Gibbs
sampling [6], and Glauber dynamics [7].
The fundamental parameter governing the time
complexity of MC-based algorithms is thus the mixing
time, that is, the number of steps required to attain
stationarity. In most applications the MC is ergodic,
i.e., has a unique stationary distribution, and time-
reversible, i.e., satisfies detailed balance [8, 9]. The
mixing time is tightly related to the spectral gap δ of
the MC1 and is bounded by Ω(δ−1) [10].
Oftentimes direct mixing can be computationally
prohibitive and thus heuristic methods, such as simu-
lated annealing [11, 12], are employed. Here one con-
structs a sequence of Markov chains which, for in-
stance, encode the Gibbs (thermal) distributions at
gradually decreasing values of the temperature, where
the target distribution is specified by the final MC,
i.e., the final temperature. Intuitively, this process in-
creases efficiency by avoiding local minima, although
the performance is typically not guaranteed. In sim-
ulated annealing, the neighbouring chains in the se-
quence are similar, in other words, the sequence is
slowly evolving.
The emergence of quantum computation offers a
new possibility to utilize quantum effects to achieve
guaranteed mixing more rapidly. In particular, it
has been conjectured that run-times of O˜(√δ−1)2
1The spectral gap is defined with δ = 1−|λ2|, where λ2 is the
second largest eigenvalue (in absolute value) of the transition
matrix of the time-reversible Markov chain.
2For expressing run-times we adopt the soft-O notation (O˜),
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the scenarios of sequences of slowly evolving MCs. Panels (a,b) and (c,d) depict classical
and quantum sampling tasks, respectively. Panels (a,c) and (b,d) respectively delineate finite and continuing sequences, the
latter having step-wise outputs. This work is predominantly concerned with (b,d). Although panel (d) allows quantum states
to be carried from one time-step to another, our algorithm actually works by forwarding just classical information, without
sacrificing efficiency. That is, no quantum memory from one time-step to the next is required.
should be possible [13] for the mixing problem. Such
quadratic speed-ups have been demonstrated for var-
ious special cases of MCs [13–18], mostly relying on
quantum walk [19, 20] approaches. Quantum walks
have also been utilized to speed-up simulated an-
nealing [21–23], which often leads to the best run-
times in practice. However, considering provable re-
sults for guaranteed mixing of general Markov chains,
the best quantum algorithms achieve O˜(√δ−1√N),
which falls short of the conjectured quadratic speed-
up, as it introduces the dependence on the system
size N . Avoiding the O(√N) dependence seems to
be challenging, which further motivates investigating
the settings with relaxed constraints, e.g., by restrict-
ing the MC family [13, 18, 24].
In this work, we obtain improved O˜(√δ−1 4√N)
run-times for mixing problems not by restricting the
Markov chain family, but rather by relying on ad-
ditional context. In particular, we consider the set-
tings where we are tasked to sequentially produce in-
dependent samples from a sequence of slowly evolv-
ing Markov chains. This setting is natural in statisti-
cal and quantum physics, e.g., when studying phase
boundaries, which requires many independent sam-
ples from near-by points in the parameter space [25].
Another motivation for studying this setting is in the
context of machine learning (ML), appearing both in
reinforcement learning [26] and in the training of gen-
erative models [27], as we discuss later in the paper.
Our setting is similar to simulated annealing in that
it considers a sequence of pair-wise similar Markov-
chains, and indeed our methods are similar to those in
[21, 22]. However our setting brings about a key dis-
an extension of the O notation where polylogarithmic multi-
plicative factors are neglected.
tinction: in annealing the goal is to produce a sample
from final MC, and the intermediary chains have only
an auxiliary role; in our case the goal is to produce
independent samples from each MC in the sequence.
Further, in principle the sequence can be exponen-
tially large, or having a length which is not a priori
specified. This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 1.
2 Problem and methods
We now specify the setting more precisely and intro-
duce the required notation. We consider finite-space
MCs, of size N , where a distribution over the space
is specified by a vector pi := (pi(1), pi(2), . . . , pi(N))T
of non-negative entries summing to one. The problem
of sampling from this distribution corresponds to pro-
ducing a single element x ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} according to
pi. Due to the methods used, our algorithms will ac-
tually produce a quantum (or coherent) sample, i.e.,
the quantum state |pi 〉 := ∑x√pi(x) |x 〉, which is
called the coherent encoding of pi. As we elaborate
later, coherent encodings have substantial advantages
over classical samples, although they are in general
computationally more difficult to prepare.
In abstract terms our sampling problem can be for-
mulated as follows. We consider an infinite sequence
of ergodic time-reversible Markov chains {MCt}∞t=1.
In our approach, we will at each time-step t gener-
ate a coherent sample, that is the state |pit 〉, corre-
sponding to the stationary distribution pit of MCt.
The measurement of |pit 〉 in the computational basis
yields a classical sample from pit, thus preparation of
|pit 〉 allows for both classical and quantum sampling.
We say that the sequence of MCs is slowly evolving
if the stationary distributions of consecutive MCs in
the sequence are sufficiently close, specifically, if at
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every time step t we have |〈pit+1 |pit 〉|2 ≥ η for some
constant 0 < η < 1.
Our techniques rely on Szegedy-type quantum
walks [28] to perform the above sequential sampling
task with a O˜(
√
δ−1 4
√
N) time complexity in the con-
text of slowly evolving MCs. We thus briefly intro-
duce the properties of the Szegedy constructions for
the convenience of the reader and provide in App. A
more background on MC theory.
2.1 Szegedy quantum walk
Each MC is specified by a stochastic matrix P which
specifies the transition probabilities in a single step of
the chain. For a given transition matrix P of a ergodic
time-reversible MC one can construct the correspond-
ing Szegedy quantum walk operator W (P ); this is a
unitary operator having the crucial property that |pi 〉
is the unique +1-eigenstate of W (P ), with all other
eigenstates of W (P ) having an eigenphase which is at
least quadratically larger than the spectral gap δ of P .
In other words, if | θ 〉 is such that W (P )| θ 〉 = eiθ| θ 〉,
then |θ| ∈ O(√δ), see App. B for details and the con-
struction.
These properties allow us to realize useful quan-
tum subroutines with a run-time which is quadrati-
cally smaller than the classical mixing time. Namely,
the Szegedy walk operator can be used in conjunc-
tion with the phase detection algorithm [29], a simple
variant of phase estimation [30], to (approximately)
distinguish |pi 〉 from all other eigenstates of W (P ).
The run-time is in O˜(√δ−1) and has only logarith-
mic dependence on the approximation error3 [29–32].
In turn, the capacity to identify |pi 〉 can be lever-
aged to implement an approximate projective mea-
surement onto |pi 〉〈pi |, by measuring whether the
quantum register containing the phase estimate is
zero. Similarly, applying a Pauli-Z rotation onto the
qubit that specifies whether the phase value is zero
we obtain an approximation of the reflection operator
R(pi) := I− 2 |pi 〉〈pi |.
2.2 Amplitude amplification
This brings us to our key subroutine. Using the re-
flection R(pi) we use amplitude amplification [33, 34]
to rotate an initial state |ψin 〉 to an approximation of
|pi 〉 in time O˜(√γ−1√δ−1), where |〈ψin |pi 〉|2 ≥ γ.
Equivalently, we can also use the fixed-point ampli-
3All algorithms we consider are approximate, but the de-
pendence on the target error ε is at most log2(ε−1) and thus
always ignored in the O˜ notation.
tude amplification algorithm4 of Yoder et al. [36], an
algorithm that has the same quadratic speed-up as
standard amplitude amplification. We refer the reader
to App. C for further details on fixed-point amplitude
amplification and to App. D for an analysis of how
the runtime depends on the target precision.
With these key subroutines defined we can explain
a straightforward algorithm that allows to prepare co-
herent encodings of |pi 〉 with O(√δ−1√N) run-time.
One simply utilizes amplitude amplification to rotate
the uniform superposition |u 〉 := 1√
N
∑
x |x 〉 to the
target state |pi 〉. Since the target states are encod-
ings of probability distributions, all amplitudes are
real and non-negative and, thus, the fidelity always
satisfies γ > 1/N . This bound is attained by distri-
butions approaching a Kronecker delta.
We remark that amplitude amplification requires
the ability to reflect both around the source state |u 〉
and the target state, i.e., to implement both R(pi)
and R(u) := I − 2 |u 〉〈u |. In this work we restrict
our attention to cases in which the preparation of |u 〉
is efficient and, therefore, also R(u) can be easily im-
plemented. Notice that preparing the uniform distri-
bution is not always simple [17], e.g., this happens
when it is computationally difficult to decide if an el-
ement x ∈ N belongs to the space of the MC5. How-
ever, assuming that the space of the MC is {1, . . . , N}
the uniform distribution can be prepared with quan-
tum circuits of depth O(log(N)) [37]; this is a case
that finds application to quantum machine learning
problems [38]. Even more simply, when N = 2n
the uniform distribution is obtained from | 0 〉 via the
Hadamard transform, that is, |u 〉 = H⊗n| 0 〉. Con-
sequently, our methods can be applied to spin 1/2
systems, where the preparation of the uniform super-
position of all the configuration of n spins is trivial,
yet producing Gibbs distributions at low temperature
for certain classical Hamiltonians is NP-hard [39].
3 Preparation from uniform distribu-
tion and from samples
To speed-up the basic algorithm described in the pre-
vious section, the idea is to eliminate the worst-case
4The fixed-point property means that the output state con-
verges to the ideal target state for increasing run-times [35].
5As a concrete example, consider the following MC inspired
by the Graph Isomorphism problem: the space of the MC con-
sists of all graphs that can be obtained from an initial graph
via permutation of the vertices of a given initial graph; and
a transition in the MC is obtained by randomly selecting two
vertices of a graph and swapping them. Then, deciding if a
graph belongs to the space is equivalent to solving the Graph
Isomorphism problem.
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preparation scenario. Specifically, in the case when
the distribution is highly clumped, one should at-
tempt the preparation from an element having high
probability in the target distribution pi. However, we
still have to choose the candidate element to start
from, which alone would lead to a Ω
(√
N
)
run-time
(by the optimality of Grover’s search [40]). We will
first show that this issue can be resolved when one
has access beforehand to a few classical samples from
the target distribution. This seems to require that the
solution we are looking for are already provided as in-
put. But we will utilize the slowly evolving context to
ensure such samples are available, and therefore sam-
ples for the subsequent step can be prepared without
the necessity of back-tracking in the sequence.
To utilize these ideas we first show how to prepare
the coherent encoding |pi 〉 by choosing a suitable ini-
tial state |ψin 〉 and then amplitude amplify |ψin 〉
to obtain |pi 〉. Specifically, the initial state is either
the uniform distribution, |ψin 〉 ≡ |u 〉, or a classical
sample xj which is taken from a small set of classical
samples ~x = {x1, . . . , xc} that are available before-
hand, |ψin 〉 ≡ |xj 〉. We will call these subroutines
PrepareFromUniform and PrepareFromSamples, respec-
tively, and simply Prepare whenever the distinction is
not relevant.
As mentioned, PrepareFromUniform is efficient in
the extreme case where pi is very close to being uni-
form, while the procedure can require up to O(√N)
operations in the opposite extreme case where pi has
support over only one element x; this last case corre-
sponds, in fact, to a standard Grover search for the el-
ement x. However, when most of the “weight” (prob-
ability) of pi is concentrated on a few elements (which
need not be nearby) these must have a large overlap
with |pi 〉, which is a sufficient condition to efficiently
perform amplitude amplification; that is, running a
search algorithm in reverse (un-searching) from one
of these elements allows for a fast re-preparation of
|pi 〉 [24]. Then, a classical sample drawn from pi will
probably come from elements having large “weight”
and thus the PrepareFromSamples subroutine will be
efficient. The main idea of our algorithms is to dis-
cover which of the two Prepare algorithms is the most
efficient and then use it for state preparation. The
worst regime is for distributions which are neither too
uniform nor too clumped, where both algorithms have
a O( 4√N) time complexity.
Before continuing with the complete description of
the Prepare subroutines, we remark that we use am-
plitude amplification starting from |ψin 〉 to produce
|pi 〉 and thus we require the ability to perform re-
flections both around |ψin 〉 and around |pi 〉. Both
choices for the initial state can be prepared efficiently:
|xj 〉 is simply a classical state, while |u 〉 can be pre-
pared easily when the MC space is explicitly known.
Thus, also reflectors around them can be efficiently
implemented. A reflection around |pi 〉 is instead ap-
proximated with O˜(
√
δ−1) operations using Szegedy
operator. Therefore, the total gate cost of Prepare is
O˜(√γ−1√δ−1 ) where |〈ψin |pi 〉|2 ≥ γ. We are then
left with the task of estimating this lower bound γ.
3.1 Preparing from uniform
This subroutine is the straightforward algorithm we
mentioned earlier. Suppose for the moment that the
value of |〈u |pi 〉| is known. Then we can amplitude
amplify |u 〉 to |pi 〉, operation having a gate cost
which is proportional to
∣∣〈u |pi 〉∣∣−1 = √N
f(pi) , (1)
in which we have introduced the notation:
f(pi) :=
N∑
x=1
√
pi(x) . (2)
By norm inequalities we get 1 ≤ f(pi) ≤ √N , where
the lower and upper bounds are saturated by a Kro-
necker delta and the uniform distribution, respec-
tively.
If the value of |〈u |pi 〉| is not known we proceed as
follows. We arbitrarily choose a value χ′ ≡ √N/χ as
a tentative estimate of
√
N/f(pi) so that amplitude
amplification produces an approximation of |pi 〉 when
|〈u |pi 〉| ≥ χ′−1 holds6. However, we do not know
if the initial overlap is large enough and thus prepa-
ration of |pi 〉 is not guaranteed. To amend this, we
subsequently apply to the output of amplitude ampli-
fication a projective measurement onto |pi 〉〈pi | (or
onto the orthogonal complement) which, if success-
ful, heralds the correct preparation of |pi 〉. As we
mentioned, this projective measurement can be imple-
mented with Szegedy quantum walks with run-time
O˜(√δ−1) and therefore its run-time is independent
from the initial overlap |〈u |pi 〉|. This constitutes a
heralded preparation of |pi 〉 from |u 〉.
PrepareFromUniform is summarized in Alg. 1, and
in App. E further details and error analysis are pro-
vided. The run-time for preparing c copies is in
O˜(c χ′√δ−1) with an exponentially decaying failure
probability when χ′ ≥ √N/f(pi).
6This can be easily enforced using the fixed-point version of
amplitude amplification.
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Algorithm 1 PrepareFromUniform
Output: a bit signalling success; in case of success,
c quantum samples (i.e., c copies of the state |pi 〉).
Input: quantum access to the transition matrix P ;
c, the number of copies to be produced; χ′ ≡ √N/χ,
a (tentative) estimate of
√
N/f(pi) = |〈u |pi 〉|−1.
Algorithm:
1. For j = 1, . . . , 2c:
Run a heralded preparation of |pi 〉 from |u 〉 as
described in the main text, assuming a initial
overlap larger than 1/χ′.
2. If at least c successful preparations have been her-
alded in step 1., output a bit signalling success,
together with the quantum states obtained in c
successful runs of heralded preparation of |pi 〉.
Else, return a bit signalling failure.
3.2 Preparing from samples
The second subroutine we will utilize, named
PrepareFromSamples, requires extra inputs, namely a
set of c samples ~x = {x1, . . . , xc} from the desired
target distribution pi, and is based on amplitude am-
plification of |xj 〉 to |pi 〉. Later we will show how
these samples can be efficiently obtained in a slowly
evolving sequence.
The run-time of amplitude amplification scales as
|〈xj |pi 〉|−1 = 1/
√
pi(xj) assuming, for the moment
being, that the value of |〈xj |pi 〉| is known. We thus
introduce a random variable X distributed accord-
ing to pi, i.e., X takes a value x with probability
pi(x). The run-time of amplitude amplification is also
a random variable, proportional to |〈X |pi 〉|−1 =
pi−1/2(X). The average run-time scales as
Epi[ pi−1/2(X) ] =
N∑
x=1
pi(x) pi−1/2(x) = f(pi) . (3)
Note that we have bounded only the expected run-
time of our algorithm and not of a specific instance
of the algorithm, i.e., for a particular choice of xj .
The sampling procedure could return in fact a sample
xj for which the run-time factor [pi
−1/2(xj)] is much
larger than its average value.
However, this can be prevented by using a few sam-
ples, since the run-time when starting from a ran-
domly sampled element xj is, with constant probabil-
ity, close to the average run-time. To formalize this
we use Markov’s inequality:
Pr{ pi−1/2(X) ≥ a E[ pi−1/2(X) ] } ≤ 1
a
. (4)
We then consider the case a = 2 and proceed simi-
larly as we did for PrepareFromUniform. Namely, we
guess an estimate χ for f(pi) and amplitude amplify
|xj 〉 to |pi 〉 assuming that |〈xj |pi 〉| ≥ 1/(2χ) holds
(that is, we use O(2χ) reflections) and then repeat for
all samples in ~x. Subsequently we apply a projective
measurement onto |pi 〉〈pi | to herald the successful
preparation of |pi 〉.
Suppose that χ ≥ f(pi). Since the c samples are in-
dependent, the probability that PrepareFromSamples
fails for all the samples in ~x is then exponentially
small in c (for instance, PrepareFromSamples can fail
if |〈xj |pi 〉|−1 > 2f(pi) holds for all xj). A for-
mal specification of PrepareFromSamples for prepar-
ing c new samples is given in Alg. 2 and has run-time
in O˜(c2 χ√δ−1). The failure probability again goes
down exponentially if χ ≥ f(pi). See App. E for de-
tails and error analysis.
Algorithm 2 PrepareFromSamples
Output: a bit signalling success; in case of success,
c quantum samples (i.e., c copies of the state |pi 〉).
Input: quantum access to the transition matrix P ;
~x = {x1, . . . , xc}, a set of c classical samples approxi-
mately drawn from pi (correspondingly, we require to
produce c new copies of |pi 〉); χ, a (tentative) esti-
mate of f(pi) = E[ pi−1/2(X) ].
Algorithm:
1. For j = 1, . . . , c:
For 2c times: run a heralded preparation of
|pi 〉 from |u 〉 as described in the main text,
assuming a initial overlap larger than 1/(2χ).
2. If at least c successful preparations have been her-
alded in step 1., output a bit signalling success,
together with the quantum states coming from c
successful runs of heralded preparation of |pi 〉.
Else, return a bit signalling failure.
3.3 Combined algorithm
Now we will put together the two Prepare subroutines
in a single combined algorithm. In the case in which
the value f(pi) is known one simply runs whichever of
the two Prepare algorithms is faster.
Summarizing Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) the run-time is
then in O˜(c2 C(pi)√δ−1), where:
C(pi) := min
{ √
N
f(pi) , f(pi)
}
≤ 4
√
N . (5)
To deal with the situation when f(pi) is not known,
we modify the algorithm in a manner similar to how
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Grover’s search is adapted to work without an esti-
mate on the number of marked numbers [40]. Es-
sentially, one runs both preparation algorithms one
after another, starting from χ = 1 and χ′ = 1 for
PrepareFromSamples and PrepareFromUniform, respec-
tively; then, in each iteration the values of χ and
χ′ are set to twice larger values, terminating either
when c copies of the coherent encoding are produced
or when both χ and χ′ exceed 2 4
√
N . Then the total
number of reflections required scales as C(pi), which
is 4
√
N in the worst case, and the global failure prob-
ability is, again, exponentially small.
4 Application in the context of slowly
evolving sequences
The algorithm given in the preceding paragraphs can
be implemented also for a stand-alone MC, i.e., for
a chain not coming from a slowly evolving sequence.
However, it comes with the unrealistic requirement
that c samples drawn from the stationary distribution
of pi are available beforehand: it seems that, para-
doxically, the output of the algorithm is also required
as input. Nonetheless, the result is non-trivial even
for stand-alone MCs because of the following two ob-
servations. First, the initial classical samples can be
re-used to prepare multiple coherent copies and this,
in turn, allows us to prepare an arbitrary number of
fresh independent samples, given only a small number
(c) of seed examples. Second, our algorithm outputs
a coherent encoding of the stationary distribution, al-
lowing quantum information post-processing to be ap-
plied.
Going back to our primary objective, we now show
how these initial samples can be made available in the
context of slowly evolving sequences.
We proceed inductively. We suppose that at
time step t we have at hand c samples from pit.
This allows us to produce c copies of |pit 〉 in time
O˜(c2 C(pit)√δ−1t ). Next, using a Szegedy quantum
walk we can implement reflections both around |pit 〉
and around |pit+1 〉. This allows us to use amplitude
amplification (or its fixed-point variant) to approxi-
mately map each of the c copies of |pit 〉 to a copy of
|pit+1 〉. In turn, these copies of |pit+1 〉 can be mea-
sured in the computational basis to obtain c samples
from pit+1, allowing to proceed iteratively in the state
preparation in the sequence.
By the slowly evolving assumption, the overlap be-
tween |pit 〉 and |pit+1 〉 is constant and amplitude am-
plification to |pit+1 〉 for c copies in parallel has gate
complexity in O˜(c√δ′−1t ), where δ′t := min{δt, δt+1}.
To simplify the statement of the result we can as-
sume that δt and δt+1 are multiplicatively close, that
is, 1κ δt ≤ δt+1 ≤ κ δt for some constant κ > 1.
Hence the time complexity of this final amplitude
amplification is in O˜(c√δ−1t ), which is dominated
by the run-time necessary to initially prepare |pit 〉⊗c.
Consequently, the overall run-time of this process is
O˜(c2 C(pi)√δ−1) per each MC, which is no worse than
4
√
N , as advertised.
We highlight that the entire procedure only requires
classical memory between consecutive time steps in
the sequence, in the form of c classical samples stored
in memory7. This is without loss of generality since,
as we show later on, Ω
(
C(pi)
)
reflections are needed
even if one allows for quantum memory. Moreover,
assuming that the classical memory is devoid of errors,
this observation that no quantum memory is required
shows that approximation errors do not accumulate
in the slowly evolving sequence. In fact, the quantum
algorithm performed at step t+1 does not receive any
quantum state as input from step t, but only classical
information. Of course, each step t still entails a finite
failure probability, albeit exponentially small in c.
If quantum memory is available, the algorithm can
be made slightly more efficient, in terms of how many
samples (classical or quantum) are required. Instead
of c classical samples, one need store only one co-
herent sample. The basis of this is a simple near-
deterministic cloning algorithm producing two copies
of |pi 〉 from one, which may be of independent inter-
est. Details of this quantum memory algorithm are
provided in App. F.
5 Application in quantum machine
learning
We now consider a modification of the Prepare algo-
rithm, which finds application, e.g., in quantization of
the reflective Projective Simulation (rPS) model. For
the reader interested in quantum ML, details about
the rPS can be found in [38]. Here it is sufficient to
point out that the outputs in the rPS model are not
samples from {pit}t but come from restricting to a
subset of “marked elements” M⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N} and,
typically, the number of marked elements M = |M|
is much smaller than N . That is, we want to sample
from piM, the (normalized) probability distribution
obtained by restricting pi to M:
piM(x) :=
{
1
µ pi(x) if x ∈M
0 if x /∈M , (6)
7Quantum access to both Pt and Pt+1 is also assumed,
which entails a factor of two increase in the required memory
size.
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where µ :=
∑
x∈M pi(x) and therefore
∣∣piM 〉 =
1√
µ
∑
x∈M
√
pi(x) |x 〉. The set of marked elements
is specified by two black-box unitary maps, a mem-
bership oracle PM and by a sparse oracle QM. The
former, given an element x, specifies whether x ∈ M
or not; the latter is a quantum accessible memory
that, upon input of a number ν ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, out-
puts the ν-th element of M (i.e. xν ∈M).
Accessing the oracle PM twice, one can imple-
ment a reflection over the subspace of marked ele-
ments. This allows to run amplitude amplification,
as done, e.g., in the context of rPS [38], to rotate
|pi 〉 to ∣∣piM 〉. This operation has a run-time of
O˜(√δ−1√µ−1), yielding a quadratic improvement in
both mixing time and hitting time with respect to
classical methods. This can be done provided that an
initial copy of |pi 〉 is available. We now explain how,
in this context, the state |pi 〉 can sometimes be made
available more cheaply.
We consider two modified algorithms for prepara-
tion of |pi 〉: these are equal to the algorithms spec-
ified before in Alg. 1 and Alg. 2, except for the
choice of the initial states, which now are chosen
to have support on the marked elements. Specifi-
cally, the initial state is either |ψin 〉 =
∣∣uM 〉 or
|ψin 〉 = |xj 〉 for xj ∈ ~x, where now ~x is a set of
c samples drawn previously from piM. These modi-
fied state preparation algorithms require that the new
input states |ψin 〉 can be efficiently produced. This is
obviously true for classical samples, while
∣∣uM 〉 can
be prepared with one access to the QM oracle, since∣∣uM 〉 = QM∑Mν=1 1√M | ν 〉. This is then sufficient
to perform amplitude amplification of |ψin 〉 to |pi 〉,
for both choices of |ψin 〉. Using similar reasoning as
done previously, we see that the amplitude amplifica-
tion has run-time scaling as∣∣〈uM |pi 〉∣∣−1 = √µ−1 √M
f(piM) , (7)
when trying to prepare
∣∣piM 〉 from ∣∣uM 〉; and when
performing amplitude amplification starting from the
available samples ~x the expected run-time is
EpiM
[ |〈X |pi 〉|−1 ] = √µ−1 f(piM) . (8)
Again, combining these two state preparation algo-
rithms (which start from initial states having support
on the marked subspace M) into a single procedure
we obtain a run-time in O˜(c2 C(piM)√µ−1√δ−1) for
preparing c copies of |pi 〉. The preparation fromM is
then more efficient whenever C(piM)
√
µ−1 < C(pi);
notice that C(piM) ≤ 4√M , since ∣∣piM 〉 has support
on just M elements.
For the problem of sampling from marked elements,
being in a slowly evolving sequence of MCs allows to
make the initial set of c samples available. In this case,
we again use the state preparation for MCt to prepare
|pit 〉⊗c and then map them to |pit+1 〉⊗c. The final
step consists in running the algorithm of [38] (namely,
an amplitude amplification of the marked subspace)
in order to obtain c samples from
∣∣piMt+1 〉. This al-
lows then to proceed inductively with sampling in the
sequence. The final projection has O˜(c√µ−1√δ−1)
gate complexity and thus is dominated by the cost of
preparing
∣∣piMt+1 〉⊗c.
We notice, finally, that the method just presented
can be directly used to produce new copies of
∣∣piM 〉,
thus directly solving the problem considered in [38].
It can be straightforwardly realized by running any
of the algorithms for preparing |pi 〉 followed by am-
plitude amplification of the subspace of marked ele-
ments.
6 Optimality analysis
To begin with, notice that preparing coherent en-
codings |pi 〉 is in general a difficult task, even when
sampling from pi can be done efficiently. Consider
a randomized algorithm that produces a outcome x
with probability pi(x) which makes a number of binary
random choices selecting a computational branch b1
or b2 with probabilities p or 1 − p. One can “pu-
rify” this algorithm to a unitary quantum circuit by
substituting every random choice with a controlled
dependence on a pure qubit prepared in the state√
p |b1 〉 +
√
1− p |b2 〉. The resulting output state
then has the form | p˜i 〉 = ∑x√pi(x) |x 〉|φ(x) 〉 where
|φ(x) 〉 contains residual information of all the choices.
Starting from | p˜i 〉 one cannot directly obtain |pi 〉
since there is, in general, no efficient deterministic
method that allows one to erase the information con-
tained in the second register. In fact, the possibility
to efficiently produce a coherent encoding |pi 〉 for all
probability distributions which can be efficiently sam-
pled would imply SZK ⊆ BQP [41], that is, Statistical
Zero Knowledge problems (including, e.g., Graph Iso-
morphism) could be solved in quantum polynomial
time. While the inclusion SZK ⊆ BQP is not im-
possible, it is expected that specific structures of the
problems have to be exploited (e.g., graph-theoretic
properties in Graph Isomorphism), while the meth-
ods based on MC mixing are oblivious to such prob-
lem structures. Consequently, it is highly unlikely
that any quantum algorithm can prepare |pi 〉 encod-
ing stationary distributions of time-reversible MCs in
polylog(N) time, not even when the classical mixing
process is fast (i.e., when the MC mixes in polylog(N)
time).
We prove in the App. G that our algorithm is
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strictly optimal in the class of sampling algorithms
which utilize oracle access to reflections about |pi 〉
(and do not use other properties of the transition ma-
trix P of the MC) as is the case of many algorithms
based on Szegedy quantum walk [42–46]. Specifically,
we show that if we start from c copies of |pi 〉 and the
goal is to obtain c + 1 classical samples from pi (for
some constant c) then Ω( 4
√
N) accesses to the reflec-
tion oracle are required (more tightly, we can prove
a Ω(C(pi) ) lower bound). Our proof relies on the
“inner-product adversary” method developed in the
context of quantum money [47], a so-called computa-
tional no-cloning theorem.
This Ω( 4
√
N) lower bound actually applies to any
MC, also outside of the context of slowly evolving
sequences of MCs. Any algorithm that uses quan-
tum walks just to realize the reflection around |pi 〉,
and then subsequently uses such reflections in a black-
box fashion, cannot avoid an O( 4√N) dependence in
its run-time. In particular, algorithms of this type
cannot generically achieve the conjectured quadratic
speed-up for sampling from stationary distributions
of time-reversible MCs [13]. Hence, other techniques
are needed.
We finally point out that, however, in our algo-
rithms we have full access to the transition matrix
P and, thus, we are not restricted to using reflec-
tions around |pi 〉. In particular, we can implement a
classical random walk as well. If the MC is rapidly
mixing then, by definition, the random walk allows to
efficiently sample from pi, while achieving the same
goal having access only to reflections around |pi 〉 and
some initial copies of |pi 〉 could take an exponentially
longer time.
7 Discussion
We have presented quantum algorithms for generating
samples from stationary distributions of a sequence
of Markov chains which achieve a quadratic improve-
ment over previous approaches that can guarantee
the generation of the correct output, and work for all
time-reversible chains. To achieve this improvement
we do not assume special properties of the chain (ex-
cept detailed balance) but rather we have considered
settings where the chains come in a context, namely
in a slowly evolving sequence. This result thus has
application to all MCs where this framework is natu-
ral.
An important domain of application includes sta-
tistical physics and material science, where the slowly
evolving context, and the need for independent sam-
ples, arise when studying phase transitions [25].
A second important family of applications occurs
in machine learning (ML), both in the reinforcement
learning case [26] and in the context of generative
models [27]. To briefly comment on this domain,
as mentioned earlier in reinforcement learning set-
tings [26] where the learner’s distribution over ac-
tions is specified by MCs, the MCs are sequentially
updated as the system learns [38, 48–50]. The other
facet involves the training of certain generative mod-
els (used, e.g., for unsupervised learning), such as
Boltzmann machines [51]. Here one encounters the
need for producing samples from stationary distribu-
tions (e.g., Gibbs states) which are themselves slowly
modified as the model is updated [52, 53].
We remark that, in ML, the subsequent Markov
chains in the sequence are generated according to a
training algorithm which depends on the external out-
puts of previous Markov chains. Whenever this is the
case, the methods developed for quantum-enhanced
annealing methods become unsuitable, as they need
to keep coherence through the protocol steps [22, 23].
We conclude observing that, as a feature of our pro-
tocol, at each time step we do not output just a clas-
sical sample from the target stationary distribution,
but a coherent encoding of this distribution. This
is not a guaranteed characteristic of quantum mixing
protocols [13] and makes our approach suitable for
combining with other quantum protocols which start
from such a coherent encoding [29, 38, 44, 54].
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A Markov chain notions
Here we review the fundamental notions of Markov chain theory and refer to [8, 9] for further details.
Transition matrices and probability distributions: We deal with discrete-time Markov chains having
a finite number N of states. Therefore, to a MC is associated a left-stochastic matrix P (a matrix with
non-negative entries which add up to one in every column) of size N × N , and each entry Px,y specifies the
transition probability from the state x to state y. Correspondingly, the non-negative (column) vector pi denotes
a probability distribution over the state space as
pi = (pi(1), . . . , pi(N) )T
with
N∑
x=1
pi(x) = 1 . (9)
A MC is then specified by a the transition matrix P and an initial probability distribution piin. We stick to
the convention of left-stochastic matrices which act from the left on column vectors pi representing probability
distributions, that is pi′ = Ppi. This convention is not customary in the MC literature (where the usage of
right-stochastic matrices prevails), but it matches the one adopted in the quantum information community. In
particular, Py,x denotes the transition probability from the element x to the element y.
Ergodic MCs: A N -state MC is irreducible if it is possible from each state x to reach any other state y in
a finite number of steps and with non-zero probability. The period of a state x is the largest positive integer
such that any return to x can occur only at multiples of that integer. If the period of all states is 1, the MC
is said to be aperiodic. If P is irreducible and aperiodic, then there exists a unique stationary distribution pi,
such that:
Ppi = pi (10)
and, moreover, pi has support over all the elements of the MC. This also implies that, under application of a
sufficiently large number of steps any initial probability distribution p˜i will converge to the unique stationary
distribution, limk→∞ P kp˜i = pi. This convergence process is called mixing, and since MCs mix if and only if
they are irreducible and aperiodic, these are called ergodic Markov chains.
Time reversal: The time reversal P̂ of a Markov chain P having stationary distribution pi is defined as:
P̂y,x := Px,y
pi(y)
pi(x) (11)
and a MC is said to be time-reversible if it is equal to its time-reversed version, P = P̂ . Equivalently, a
time-reversible MC is one that satisfies the detailed balance equation:
Py,x pi(x) = Px,y pi(y) . (12)
We can also write the time reversed MC in matrix form as P̂ = D(pi)PTD(pi)−1, where D(pi) is the diagonal
matrix D(pi) := diag(pi(1), . . . , pi(N) ). This implies that if P is time reversible, then its spectrum is real. In
the following, we will always consider ergodic and time-reversible MCs.
Mixing times: Obviously, not all mixing process of ergodic MCs are equally fast. We use the total variation
distance, defined as d(pi,pi′) := 12
∑
x |pi(x)−pi′(x)| to assess the speed of mixing (the total variation distance ex-
actly matches the trace distance in the quantum information context). We then define d(k) := maxσ d(P kσ,pi)
as the distance in distributions between a sample drawn after k walk steps starting from any distribution σ
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and stationary distribution pi of P . The mixing time tmix() then is defined as the smallest time necessary to
bring any initial distribution within distance  from the stationary distribution, d(tmix()) ≤ . We then set
tmix := tmix(1/4). It can be shown then that the convergence of an ergodic MC is exponentially fast in terms
of the mixing time, that is:
d(`tmix) ≤ 2−` . (13)
The mixing times often play the critical role in the computational complexity of MC-based algorithms. There
are many techniques that can be employed for upper and lower bounding the mixing time, but one of the most
useful characterizations is the following. Because of Perron-Frobenius theorem all eigenvalues of a left-stochastic
matrix P are smaller or equal to 1 in modulus. If P is ergodic then its stationary distribution |pi 〉 is the only
eigenvector of P having eigenvalue equal to +1. That is, all other eigenvectors have eigenvalues λ with |λ| < 1.
Let σ(P ) be the spectrum of a time-reversible Markov chain P ; we define the spectral gap δ of P as:
δ := 1− max
λ∈σ(P ):
λ 6=1
|λ| (14)
i.e. the minimum of 1− |λ| over the eigenvalues of P which differ from one. The spectral gap is a rather tight
estimate for the inverse of the mixing time, since(
1
δ
− 1
)
log
(
1
2
)
≤ tmix() ≤ 1
δ
log
(
1
 pimin
)
(15)
holds for all time-reversible MCs (where pimin is the smallest probability in pi). In short we have tmix ∈ O˜(1/δ)
and 1/δ ∈ O˜(tmix), giving asymptotic upper and lower bounds to the mixing time.
B Szegedy quantum walk
Here we review the basics of Szegedy quantum walks [28]. For further details see [29, 44] and references therein.
Szegedy walk operator: The Szegedy walk operator W (P ) can be implemented for any transition matrix
P , and not only for those associated to ergodic and time-reversible MCs (but W (P ) has nice spectral properties
only if P is ergodic and time reversible). The basic building block to define W (P ) is the diffusion operator UP
which acts on two quantum registers of N states and is (partially) defined as follows:
UP |x 〉1| 0 〉2 := |x 〉1
N∑
y=1
√
Px,y | y 〉2 . (16)
By measuring the second register in the computational basis a step of the classical random walk is obtained,
hence UP is a natural way of defining a quantum extension of the classical MC. When we say that we have
quantum access to P , we specifically mean that we have access to a diffusion operator of the form (16). The
diffusion operator UP can be efficiently realized, for instance, when P is a sparse transition matrix. Then, we
can define the Szegedy walk operator as the unitary
W (P ) := Swap UP (I1 ⊗ Z2) U†P , (17)
where Z2 := 2 | 0 〉〈 0 |2− I and Swap interchanges the first and second register. W (P ) acts non-trivially on the
invariant subspace A+B, where A := span{UP |x 〉| 0 〉 }x and B := span{Swap UP |x 〉| 0 〉 }x.
Spectral properties of W (P ): When P is ergodic and time-reversible the space A+B has dimension 2N−1
and the intersection A ∩ B contains only the state UP |pi, 0 〉 = Swap UP |pi, 0 〉, as one can verify using the
detailed balance equation for P . The state UP |pi, 0 〉 is the only +1-eigenstate of W (P )ΠA+B , where ΠA+B is
a projector on the invariant subspace A+B. Moreover on the invariant subspace the other 2N − 2 eigenvalues
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Figure 2: Phase detection algorithm applied to the Szegedy operatorW (P ). The left part of the circuit implements the standard
phase estimation algorithm, except for the fact that a final Hadamard transform is applied instead of an inverse quantum Fourier
transform. Using the Hadamard transform is sufficient since we only require to discriminate the +1 eigenvector of W (P ) from
eigenvectors having eigenvalue different from +1. The central multi-controlled Toffoli gate flips an ancilla qubit if and only if
all control qubits are in | 0 〉. The right part of the circuit finally uncomputes the value contained in the ancillary registers.
of W (P ) are given by {e±iθ`}`∈[N ] where {cos θ`}`∈[N ] are the eigenvalues of P that are different from one
(remember, the spectrum of P is real for time-reversible MCs). With this notation the phase gap (∆) and
spectral gap (δ) are given by ∆ := min` { θ` }δ := min
`
{ 1− | cos θ`| }
with θ` ∈ (0, pi) (18)
and therefore the phase gap is quadratically larger than the spectral gap, ∆ ≥ √2δ.
C Subroutines based on quantum walks
Here we show how to use Szegedy walk operator within the phase detection algorithm to implement projective
measurements onto |pi 〉 and partial reflections around |pi 〉, as originally done in [29]; we also show how to use
fixed-point amplitude amplification to deterministically map a given input state to |pi 〉.
Phase estimation and phase detection: The phase detection algorithm applied to the Szegedy walk
operator W (P ) is illustrated in Fig. 2 and its action is as follows. Call {| θ` 〉}` the eigenvectors of W (P ) having
eigenvalue eiθ` , W (P )| θ` 〉 = eiθ` | θ` 〉. In particular | θ` = 0 〉 ≡ |pi 〉. Then, given an input state of the form
|ψin 〉 =
∑
` ψθ` | θ` 〉 the phase detection algorithm outputs an approximation of the state
|ψout 〉 = ψ0 |pi 〉| 1 〉+
∑
`: θ` 6=0
ψθ` | θ` 〉| 0 〉 . (19)
That is, the second register contains a bit signalling whether the | θ` 〉 is the +1-eigenvector or not. The
phase detection algorithm produces a state within trace distance ε from the state in Eq. (19) using
O (∆−1 log ε−1) = O˜(√δ−1) oracle accesses to controlled-W (P ) and O (∆−1 log ε−1) = O˜(√δ−1) extra gates.
In particular, the cost has only a logarithmic dependence on the error, see e.g., [29, 31, 32].
Projective measurement onto |pi 〉: The phase detection algorithm allows to directly implement the
projective measurement given by the projectors
{ |pi 〉〈pi | , I− |pi 〉〈pi |}, applied to any arbitrary input state
|ψin 〉: it is realized by measuring the second register of the state in Eq. (19) in the computational basis. The
gate and oracle complexity of this projective measurement is thus the same of the phase detection algorithm,
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O˜(√δ−1). The success probability of the measurement, applied on an input pure state |ψin 〉, is approximately
|〈ψin |pi 〉|2. Moreover, the classical outcome of this projective measurement is a bit that signals whether the
projection onto |pi 〉〈pi | was successful or not. This allows, e.g., to redo the preparation and measurement
process until the algorithm succeeds in obtaining the target state |pi 〉.
Partial reflections around |pi 〉: Next, the phase detection algorithm can be used to approximately imple-
ment the partial reflection
Rφ(pi) := eiφ |pi 〉〈pi | +
(
I− |pi 〉〈pi | ) (20)
where φ is a tunable parameter. Notice that for φ = 180◦ the partial reflection becomes a standard reflection
around |pi 〉, R(pi) = I− 2 |pi 〉〈pi |. A partial reflection can be implemented using once the circuit in Fig. 2 and
once its inverse: with the first call a input state |ψin 〉 is mapped to a state as in Eq. (19); then, a phase eiφ is
applied selectively on the ancilla qubit being in the | 1 〉 state; finally, the phase detection algorithm is run in
reverse to uncompute the bit contained in the second register. In summary:
|ψ 〉| 0 〉 7→ ψ0 |pi 〉| 1 〉+
∑
`: θ` 6=0
ψθ | θ` 〉| 0 〉
7→ eiφ ψ0 |pi 〉| 1 〉+
∑
`: θ` 6=0
ψθ | θ` 〉| 0 〉
7→
(
eiφ ψ0 |pi 〉+
∑
`: θ` 6=0
ψθ | θ` 〉
)
| 0 〉 . (21)
Notice that in the operation given above we apply in sequence a phase estimation and its inverse, and these
two operations cancel out. In conclusion, the oracle and gate cost of approximating a partial reflection is also
in O(∆−1 log ε−1) = O˜(√δ−1).
Fixed-point amplitude amplification: Partial reflections are fundamental for implementing fixed-point
amplitude amplification (FPAA). This is a variant of amplitude amplification whereby the output state can
get arbitrarily close to the ideal target state. In standard amplitude amplification usually one has the “souffle´
problem” [35]: if the rotation in the amplitude amplification process is not stopped at the right moment, the
fidelity with the target state starts decreasing again; moreover, even using the optimal number of reflections,
only a constant fidelity between the outputs state and the ideal target is reached. In contrast, in FPAA one gets
exponentially close to the target state |ψout 〉, allowing an almost exact preparation of this state, with only a
logarithmic dependence of run-time on the approximation error. Details follow.
A FPAA algorithm takes a single copy of a input state |ψin 〉 and maps it to a state ε-close to |ψout 〉 ≡
Πout|ψin 〉/ ‖Πout|ψin 〉‖, where Πout is a projector over a target subspace (after the process the input state
|ψin 〉 is no longer available). More precisely, in order to implement FPAA three ingredients are required:
1. a single copy of a input quantum state |ψin 〉;
2. the ability of implementing partial reflections around the input state;
3. the ability of implementing partial reflections around the target subspace.
Specifically, these partial reflections are respectively given by Rφ(ψin) = eiφ |ψin 〉〈ψin |+
(
I−|ψin 〉〈ψin |
)
and
Rφ′(Πout) = eiφ
′ Πout +
(
I− Πout
)
, for arbitrary angles φ, φ′.
The FPAA algorithm of Yoder et. al. [36] can be implemented, provided that the conditions 1.-3. hold, and
has both the quadratic speedup of Grover search and the fixed-point property. This algorithm is parametric,
depending on two input parameters, ε ∈ [0, 1] and γ ∈ (0, 1): if |〈ψout |ψin 〉| ≥ √γ holds, then the output
of the FPAA algorithm is a state with ε distance in trace norm from the ideal |ψout 〉. The number of calls to
Rφ(ψ) and Rφ′(Πout) is in O(
√
γ−1 log ε−1).
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Heralded state preparation: We finally show how to use FPAA followed by a projective measurement to
implement (in an efficient way) a heralded preparation of |pi 〉. If we start from an initial state |ψin 〉 and
then apply the projective measurement
{ |pi 〉〈pi | , I−|pi 〉〈pi |} the success probability is |〈pi |ψin 〉|2; but the
success probability of the measurement process can be increased by preceding the measurement by a round of
amplitude amplification. On average, the procedure using amplitude amplification has a quadratically smaller
run-time in producing a copy of |pi 〉.
More precisely, the heralded state preparation works as follows. We first run the optimal FPAA algorithm [36]
using reflections around a initial state |ψin 〉 and around the target state |pi 〉; the algorithm is run setting ε
as the target approximation error and setting some value γ > 0 as overlap parameter. This means that, if the
inequality |〈pi |ψin 〉|2 ≥ γ holds, then FPAA guarantees to output a state within ε distance from |pi 〉; however,
if instead |〈pi |ψin 〉|2 < γ holds, the output state can be arbitrarily far from |pi 〉. To ameliorate this issue,
after the FPAA we apply a projective measurement onto |pi 〉 (or onto the orthogonal subspace). When the
measurements succeeds, the preparation of (a approximation of) |pi 〉 is guaranteed, independently from the
initial overlap |〈pi |ψin 〉|. We also remind that this final measurement succeeds almost deterministically (with
probability 1 − ε) when |〈pi |ψin 〉|2 ≥ γ holds. The number of reflections needed in the heralded preparation
of |pi 〉 is then O(
√
γ−1 log(ε−1)) and the total run-time is in O˜(
√
γ−1 log2(ε−1)), as we will prove in the next
Appendix.
D Analysis of imperfect reflection operators
Here we consider the propagation of errors when the partial reflection used within FPAA are approximate and
how the run-time is affected. For this section only, we assume that the relevant parameters in the soft-O
notation are δ, γ and log ε−1; namely, we keep log ε−1 terms and discard log log ε−1 dependencies.
We suppose that
√
γ is (a lower bound to) the overlap between |ψin 〉 and |pi 〉, and the final targeted error
is ε. FPAA entails the use of O(√γ−1 log ε−1) perfect reflections in order to achieve the desired accuracy goal.
However, the same can be achieved with imperfect reflections, provided that each reflection has an error smaller
of ε/(number of steps): by the triangle inequality the total accumulated error will be upper bounded by ε. That
is, we need to implement a partial reflection with an accuracy
εR = O
(
ε√
γ−1 log ε−1
)
. (22)
Hence the total gate cost of the heralded state preparation procedure (nesting approximate reflections within
FPAA) is given by:
O
(√
γ−1 log ε−1
)
×O
(√
δ−1 log
(
1/εR
))
= O
(√
γ−1
√
δ−1 log
(
ε−1
) [
log
√
γ−1 + log ε−1 + log log ε−1
])
= O˜
(√
γ−1
√
δ−1 log2
(
ε−1
))
. (23)
Thus, heralded preparation of |pi 〉 within ε final precision has a overall gate complexity scaling as log2(ε−1).
We also remark that errors do not propagate from one time step to the next in the slowly evolving sequence,
since at each time step we freshly prepare new copies of |pi 〉. This is possible since we have access to projectors
onto the required states, which allow to decrease approximation errors.
E Failure probabilities of preparation from uniform and from samples
We here show that the Prepare subroutines are not overly sensitive to small imperfections and that failure
probabilities decrease exponentially with c, the number of classical samples carried over in each step of the
slowly evolving sequence.
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Preparation from uniform distribution: For PrepareFromUniform, as given in Alg. 1, the analysis is simple,
since the input state |u 〉 has no error. The algorithm succeeds when at least c out of 2c heralded preparations
of |pi 〉 starting from |u 〉 are successful. In the case in which χ′ ≥ √N/f(pi) the global probability of failure is
2−O(c). In fact the 2c runs have independent outcomes; then, we can apply the Chernoff bound:
Pr[ number of failures ≥ (1 + δ) 2εc ] ≤ exp
(
− δ
2
2 + δ 2εc
)
(24)
where ε is an upper bound to the failure probability in the preparation of |pi 〉 and δ > 0 is a free parameter.
Choosing 1 + δ = 1/(2ε) we get:
Pr[ number of failures ≥ c ] ≤ exp
(
− (1− 2ε)
2
1 + 2ε c
)
≤ exp (− 0.9 c) , (25)
where the second inequality holds for sufficiently small ε.
Preparation from samples: A similar analysis holds for PrepareFromSamples, as given in Alg. 2. Notice
that the input samples ~x = {x1, . . . , xc} are not (exactly) distributed with pi, but with a distribution p˜i which
is ε-close to pi, say, in total variation distance. Considering a random variable X˜ distributed as p˜i we have, for
any v > 0:
Pr
[
pi−1/2
(
X˜
) ≥ v ] = ∑
x: pi−1/2(x)≥ v
p˜i(x)
≤ ε+
∑
x: pi−1/2(x)≥ v
pi(x)
= ε+ Pr
[
pi−1/2
(
X
) ≥ v ]
≤ ε+ E
[
pi−1/2(X)
]
v
. (26)
In the first inequality we have applied the definition of total variation distance and in the second Markov’s
inequality. Thus, we have
Pr
[
pi−1/2
(
X˜
) ≥ 2E[pi−1/2(X) ] ] ≤ ε+ 12 . (27)
Thus, with high probability at least one sample in x∗ ∈ ~x satisfies pi−1/2(x∗) < 2E
[
pi−1/2(X)
]
= 2f(pi);
namely, this happens with probability at least:
1−
(
1 + 2ε
2
)c
= 1− 2−O(c) . (28)
Then, we consider a heralded state preparation of |pi 〉 starting from |x∗ 〉 for 2c times. If χ ≥ f(pi) the analysis
proceeds exactly as the one performed for PrepareFromUniform and, hence, with probability 1− 2−O(c) at least
c of these 2c runs will be successful in producing approximations of |pi 〉. The global failure probability of
PrepareFromSamples is thus in 2−O(c).
Combined algorithm: The algorithms PrepareFromUniform and PrepareFromSamples are used as subroutines
of the combined state preparation algorithm, as specified in the main text. In this algorithm the values of χ and
χ′ =
√
N/χ are doubled until they exceed 2 4
√
N , in which case either χ ≥ f(pi) or χ′ ≥ 4√N/f(pi) is satisfied:
then, the algorithm has to succeed, except with probability 2−O(c).
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F Quantum memory algorithm
Here we show that, if a long-term quantum memory is available, only one quantum sample (i.e., |pit 〉) has
to be stored in memory between consecutive steps in the slowly evolving sequence. That is, we assume that
the quantum state |pit 〉 does not decohere during the time in which Pt is updated to Pt+1. Then, one can
store a single copy |pit 〉 and employ it to (almost deterministically) prepare two copies of |pit 〉. One copy of
|pit 〉 is provided as external output, while the other copy is rotated to |pit+1 〉 using fixed-point amplitude
amplification and |pit+1 〉 is provided as input to the successive MC. Therefore, we only have to show how to
implement this state duplication algorithm.
State duplication algorithm: The state duplication algorithm works as follows, assuming that f(pi) is
known. If f(pi) ≥ 4√N , then we use PrepareFromUniform and the second copy of |pi 〉 is produced de novo from
the uniform distribution. Else (f(pi) < 4
√
N), we employ UPFS, a coherent version of PrepareFromSamples as
described in Alg. 2, for the case c = 1. Notice that UPFS is a quantum algorithm that tries to prepare |pi 〉 from
a single classical sample x drawn from pi; hence it can be written as an isometry (that is, as a unitary operation,
plus the ability to add ancillary quantum systems) acting on a register initialized in |x 〉:
UPFS|x 〉 = |x 〉
[√
psucc(x) |pi 〉| ok 〉+
√
1− psucc(x) |ψx 〉| err 〉
]
. (29)
Here the first register is the control (input) register, the third register contains a flag heralding the successful
preparation of |pi 〉, and the second register either contains |pi 〉 or an arbitrary state |ψx 〉 in case of failure. The
algorithm UPFS has a run-time proportional to f(pi) and has, averaging on x, a constant success probability, say
larger than 1/2: Epi[ psucc(X) ] =
∑
x pi(x) psucc(x) ≥ 12 . We then consider the following quantum computation
|pi 〉 7→
∑
x
√
pi(x) |x 〉|x 〉
7→
∑
x
√
pi(x) UPFS|x 〉UPFS|x 〉 . (30)
The state in Eq. (30) can be rewritten as follows, after rearrangement of the quantum registers:
| p˜i(2) 〉 :=
[∑
x
√
pi(x) psucc(x) |x 〉⊗2
]
|pi 〉⊗2∣∣ ok′ 〉 + √1− p′succ |ψ 〉| err′ 〉 . (31)
Here the rightmost register is in
∣∣ ok′ 〉 if both instances of UPFS have raised a success flag and is in | err′ 〉
otherwise; also, the probability of two successful preparations of |pi 〉 is given by
p′succ =
∥∥∥∑
x
√
pi(x) psucc(x) |x 〉⊗2
∥∥∥2 = Epi[ p 2succ(X) ] ≥ 14 . (32)
Hence upon measurement of the last register of
∣∣ p˜i(2) 〉, when we obtain as outcome ∣∣ ok′ 〉 ≡ | ok 〉| ok 〉 we
also obtain two copies of |pi 〉. This happens with probability larger than 1/4. The final step of the algorithm
is to use FPAA to deterministically apply the projector Πok := I ⊗
∣∣ ok′ 〉〈 ok′ ∣∣ to the state ∣∣ p˜i(2) 〉, thus
deterministically recovering |pi 〉⊗2 (together with an ancillary register in a separable quantum state, which
can be discarded). Here FPAA can be implemented using O˜(1) accesses to UPFS and thus has essentially the
same run-time as the classical-memory PrepareFromSamples algorithm.
Further remarks: Notice that if we want to output c ≥ 3 copies of |pi 〉, this can be obtained by applying
the state duplication algorithm in sequence many times (which is more efficient than using a modification of
Eq. (30) in which UPFS is used c times in parallel). Finally, if the value of f(pi) is not known, one can simply
revert to the classical-memory strategy, at the cost of carrying over c classical samples in order to have a 2−O(c)
failure probability.
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G Lower bound on the oracle cost of sampling
Here we prove a lower bound on the number of reflections around |pi 〉 that are needed to produce two classical
samples drawn from pi, starting from a single copy of |pi 〉. The lower bound also applies when c + 1 classical
samples have to be produced from c copies of |pi 〉, thus we directly prove this more general case.
The state preparation algorithms presented in this work allow to prepare |pi 〉 using O˜(C(pi)) ≤ O( 4√N )
reflections around |pi 〉, using at most logarithmically many copies of |pi 〉. A result of Aaronson and Chris-
tiano [47] is that there exists a class of states with all positive real amplitudes (effectively, coherent encodings
of probability distributions) which require, on average, Ω( 4
√
N) accesses to the reflection oracle in order to be
duplicated. This already shows that our algorithms have essentially optimal worst-case performance.
We strengthen the result in two ways. First, we prove a Ω
(
C(pi)
)
lower bound in the number of oracle
accesses needed, thus matching the O(C(pi)) oracle complexity attained by our algorithms, for all values of
C(pi). Secondly, we show that the same lower bound holds also for classical sampling problems. Namely,
suppose that we have c initial copies of |pi 〉 and the ability to implement controlled reflections around |pi 〉,
while the goal is to obtain c + 1 classical samples distributed according to pi. We show that in order to
accomplish this task Ω
(
C(pi)/c2
)
controlled-reflection around |pi 〉 are required. This means that our algorithm
is asymptotically optimal (up to polylogarithmic factors) in the number of queries to a reflection oracle.
The proof of this lower bound hinges upon the “inner-product adversary” method [47]. We can condense the
results of Section 4.2 and Appendix B of [47] into the following theorem.
Theorem 1. Suppose that we have access to reflection oracles Uψ (and to its controlled version c-Uφ) so that:
Uψ|ψ 〉 = − |ψ 〉
Uψ| η 〉 = + | η 〉 ∀ | η 〉 orthogonal to |ψ 〉 . (33)
The states |ψ 〉 come from a subset Z of the entire Hilbert space H. Moreover we require that on these states
there is a symmetric binary relation R ⊆ Z ×Z such that
∀|ψ 〉 ∈ Z : (ψ,ψ) /∈ R (34)
∀|ψ 〉 ∈ Z, ∃|φ 〉 ∈ Z : (ψ, φ) ∈ R . (35)
Suppose, next, that for all |ψ 〉 ∈ Z and for all | η 〉 ∈ H that are orthogonal to |ψ 〉 the following inequality
holds
E
φ∈Z:
(ψ,φ)∈R
[ ∣∣〈 η |φ 〉∣∣2 ] ≤ γ (36)
for some γ ∈ R+.
Then, consider a quantum circuit Qψ consisting of a fixed set of unitary operations Q∗ that make oracle calls
to c-Uψ (and similarly, Qφ is obtained when Q∗ calls c-Uφ). Suppose that for all (ψ, φ) ∈ R the quantum states∣∣Ψψin 〉 and ∣∣Ψφin 〉 are two input states such that ∣∣〈Ψφin ∣∣Ψψin〉∣∣ ≥ α, while the output states ∣∣Ψψout 〉 = Qψ∣∣Ψψin 〉
and
∣∣Ψφout 〉 = Qφ∣∣Ψφin 〉 have to satisfy ∣∣〈Ψφout ∣∣Ψψout〉∣∣ ≤ β. Then Q∗ must make
Ω
(
α− β√
γ
)
(37)
accesses to a c-Uψ or c-Uφ to obtain these output states.
This theorem can be applied to our case as follows. The input state consists of c copies of |pi 〉, while the
output state consists of c+ 1 classical samples from pi. Namely, we are considering a quantum circuit Qpi which
aims at producing these c + 1 classical samples. Qpi consists of a sequence of CPTP maps making oracle calls
to c-Upi, controlled reflections around |pi 〉; then, purifying the maps of Q∗ to unitary operations we obtain a
circuit Q∗ which employs the same number of oracle calls to c-Upi. The output of Qpi then has the form:
Qpi
( |pi 〉⊗c | 0 〉 ) = ∑
x1,...,xc+1
√
pi(x1) · · ·pi(xc+1) |x1, . . . , xc 〉|φ(x1, . . . , xc+1) 〉 , (38)
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where |φ(x1, . . . , xc+1) 〉 is a state containing all the residual information. The output state in Eq. (38) also
generalizes other tasks, e.g., choosing |φ(x1, . . . , xc+1) 〉 = | 0 〉 corresponds to preparing c+ 1 copies of |pi 〉.
Next, we consider a set Z of quantum states which are coherent encodings of specific probability distributions;
on these states we impose a relation R which is suitable for computing a bound as in Eq. (36). In turn, using
Eq. (37), this will provide a lower bound to the number of reflectors required by the quantum circuit Q∗ or,
equivalently, by its purification Q∗.
Proposition 1. We consider the set Z of states of the form
|uS 〉 := 1√
K
∑
x∈S
|x 〉 , (39)
where S ⊆ [N ] is a subset containing a fixed number K of elements, with K ≤ N . The state |uS 〉 corresponds
to the coherent encoding of the probability distribution uS. Notice that f(uS) ≡
∑
x∈S
1√
K
=
√
K, hence the
value of f(uS) can take any value in the interval [1,
√
N ]. Moreover, we say that two states |uS 〉, |uS′ 〉 are in
relation R iff
〈uS |uS′ 〉 = a ⇐⇒ |S ∩ S′| = aK , (40)
where a ∈ (0, 1) is a constant.
Then, the inequality (36) can be expressed as follows: ∀S ⊆ [N ] with |S| = K, ∀ | η 〉 orthogonal to |uS 〉
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∣∣〈 η |uS′ 〉∣∣2 ] ≤ a
K
+ 6 (1− a)2 K
N
≡ γ , (41)
provided that 1/(1− a) ≤ K ≤ N/2.
Proof. First, notice that | η 〉 = ∑x ηx |x 〉 is orthogonal to |uS 〉, hence ∑x∈S ηx = 0. Then we expand:
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∣∣〈 η |uS′ 〉∣∣2 ] = E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∣∣∣∑
i∈S′
ηi√
K
∣∣∣2 ]
= 1
K
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∑
i∈S′
∑
j∈S′
η∗i ηj
]
(42)
Next, we split the sum over elements in S′ as sum of elements in S′ ∩ S and elements in S′ \ S:
(42) = 1
K
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∑
i∈S′∩S
∑
j∈S′∩S
η∗i ηj +
∑
i∈S′\S
∑
j∈S′\S
η∗i ηj+
+
∑
i∈S′∩S
∑
j∈S′\S
(η∗i ηj + η∗j ηi)
]
(43)
The first term in the sum in Eq. (43) evaluates to
E
I⊆S:
|I|=aK
[ ∑
i∈I
∑
j∈I
η∗i ηj
]
= a
∑
i∈S
|ηi|2 + aK(aK − 1)
K(K − 1)
∑
i,j∈S
i6=j
η∗i ηj ; (44)
the second term in the sum evaluates to (Sc is the complementary of S)
E
I⊆Sc:
|I|=(1−a)K
[ ∑
i∈I
∑
j∈I
η∗i ηj
]
= (1− a)K
N −K
∑
i∈Sc
|ηi|2 + (1− a)K[(1− a)K − 1](N −K)(N −K − 1)
∑
i,j∈Sc
i6=j
η∗i ηj ; (45)
while the third term evaluates to
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∑
i∈S′∩S
∑
j∈S′\S
(η∗i ηj + η∗j ηi)
]
= aK
K
(1− a)K
N −K
∑
i∈S
j∈Sc
(η∗i ηj + η∗j ηi) . (46)
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Finally, using the equation
∑
x∈S ηx = 0, we get:
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=aK
[ ∣∣〈 η |uS′ 〉∣∣2 ] = a
K
∑
i∈S
|ηi|2 + 1− a
N −K
(∑
i∈Sc
|ηi|2 + (1− a)K − 1
N −K − 1
∑
i,j∈Sc
i6=j
η∗i ηj
)
≤ a
K
+ 1− a
N −K
(
1 + (1− a)K − 1
N −K − 1 (N −K)
)
≤ a
K
+ 1− a
N −K
(
1 + 2 (1− a)K
)
≤ a
K
+ 1− a
N −K 3 (1− a)K
≤ a
K
+ 6 (1− a)2 K
N
(47)
for appropriate choices of K; namely, we have used respectively K ≤ N − 2, K ≥ 1/(1 − a) and K ≤ N/2 for
the last three inequalities in the derivation above.
Corollary 1. Consider the family of quantum states Z and the relation R given in Prop. 1, setting the constant
a = 1− 1/c. Consider then a (purified) quantum circuit Q∗ having access to controlled reflections around |uS 〉.
The input states to Q∗ have the form
∣∣Ψψin 〉 = |uS 〉⊗c, ∣∣Ψφin 〉 = |uS′ 〉⊗c. The output states ∣∣Ψψout 〉 and∣∣Ψψout 〉 have the same form as the right hand side of Eq. (38) for pi = uS and pi = uS′ , respectively.
Then the circuit Q∗ makes 1c2 Ω
(
C(uS)
)
controlled reflections around |uS 〉.
Proof. First, substituting a = 1− 1/c in Eq. (41) we obtain:
E
S′: |S′|=K
|S∩S′|=K−K/c
[ ∣∣〈 η |uS′ 〉∣∣2 ] ≤ 1
K
+ 6 c2 K
N
≡ γ′ . (48)
Second, notice that for our choice of input and output states:∣∣〈Ψφin ∣∣Ψψin〉∣∣ = ac (49)∣∣〈Ψφout ∣∣Ψψout〉∣∣ ≤ ac+1 . (50)
Then, the application of Thm. 1 for α = ac and β = ac+1 directly yields a Ω
(
ac−ac+1√
γ′
)
lower bound to the
number of oracle access that are required by Q∗. Setting a = 1− 1/c this lower bound becomes Ω
(
1
c
√
γ′
)
and,
finally, this can be further simplified to obtain the required result:
Ω
(
1
c
√
γ′
)
≥ Ω
(
min
{
1
c2
√
N
K
,
1
c
√
K
})
≥ 1
c2
Ω
(
min
{ √
N
f(uS)
, f(uS)
})
= 1
c2
Ω
(
C(uS)
)
. (51)
This Corollary shows that in general O(C(pi)) reflections around |pi 〉 are needed in order to obtain multiple
samples from pi. Using the results of Corollary 5.3 and 5.4 of [47] the same O(C(pi)) lower bound applies for
drawing approximate samples from pi, say, within constant approximation error. This is important since the
distribution uS cannot be, strictly speaking, a stationary distribution of a irreducible MC, since it would need
to have support over the entire set of N elements.
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